TIMELINES OF COMPLAINTS/NOTIFICATIONS, SUBSEQUENT HORRID EVENTS

This list includes extremely concerning time-lines of my complaints followed by horrid incidents. I have
stated many times that the Intel apparatus should be reviewed and, should these agencies continue to
exist, have valid, reliable, and verifiable oversight. They should be reviewed in their entirety including
their mission, goals, mandates, policies, and procedures. It is well beyond time that Eisenhower’s and
Truman’s warnings are heeded (see my Links page for transcripts). Although there are “explanations”
for all of these horrid events, I do believe some are related to my complaints, particularly after the initial
filing of my 40-page document to the Manatee County Probate Court. (If you would like a copy of that
document please email me info@ourconstitution.info.). The fact is, that we should be able to KNOW if
these are related or not … Right now, the Intel apparatus acts with such secrecy and impunity, including
regarding nonessential, and even retaliatory functions, that no one accountable to the People monitors
them for legal, just, and constitutional processes. The Senate Intel Committees do not fulfill their
function of oversight – if they did, we would not be in this situation. Truman also stated that the CIA
stirs up trouble to justify their existence. We have indeed seen that multiple times, in multiple places
over the World, over the past decades. All of these horrors are well within the capability of humans to
maliciously engineer – either via remote control; paying a foreigner, even an enemy, or an enemy of our
enemy; paying, threatening, and/or using the “allegiance” of an American in the case of tragedies on our
soil; and perhaps even with the use of drugs and mind altering agents. No one can be absolutely sure,
due to the lack of proper oversight, whether MKULTRA or similar experiments on Americans (or
anyone else), including malicious injections and ingestions, continue or not (see my website links to
John Stockwell at Medical-Military-Industrial and Links pages).

I have been protesting UM at their crossover bridge on US 1 and did this prior to the FIU bridge
collapse 3.15.18. These horrid events listed below occurred within weeks subsequent to my detailed
40-page report submission in late February 2018 to the Manatee County Probate Court about my
UM, State, and MDC concerns, including suspicious deaths (including of the probate decedent). That
report included a draft response to FWS OIG’s Ronnie Austin, whom I had had a recent phone
conversation with: “…However, respectfully, in regards to your question about Flamm’s level of anger
[that I didn’t get him his brief paper – he did get the entirety of the vast amount of boater collection data
>12,000 Excel entries and an extensive phone survey data of approximately 300 boaters], I think a much
more important question is, ‘Is the vile hostility against me and those around me, that I have reported,
including the hackings (phone/email home/work) and other extremely serious concerns, an appropriate
response (from anyone for anything)?’ Particularly concerning also is the fact that someone (or
persons) may be on a taxpayer time-clock (or otherwise acting surreptitiously on someone else’s
dollars) while doing this illegal and unethical activity. Might Flamm be/have been committing some of
these acts while on the FWS time-clock, or using FWS equipment? [Susan] Markley as a County
[DERM] employee? Jeff Borg (ACLU) who I mentioned to you previously?...”
All dates within days in March 2018:
Bombs in Texas 3/2, 3/12 (x2), 3/18 - 2 died
Sightseeing helicopter down in NY 3/11 - 4 died
Naval jet down in Key West 3/14 - 2 died
Military helicopter down in Iraq 3/15 - 7 died
Fire Cresson, Texas 3/15 - unk deceased
Walkover Bridge collapse FIU 3/15 - 6 died

***
The first two weeks of February 2019 I sent several emails including the same 40 pages referred to
above (requesting an investigation of my concerns) to the State CIG and IG who forwarded them to the
FWS IG Troelstrup, UM’s Malagon, and DOH IG Bennett within a day or two (early February
2019). I had several subsequent email and phone correspondences with the FWS and DOH OIG’s
including through March 8, 2019. (UM’s Malagon is known for “not seeing much” and I had indeed met
with her for almost 2 hours while at UM.) I sent the 40-page document to FIU Student Affairs March
14, 2019 (Flamm had provided some funding for my 2003 FIU MS research). The New Zealand
Mosque shooting was March 15, 2019.
***
September 21 and 22 2017 phone and email complaint regarding UM cancer data manipulations in
violation of State law, threat by UM manager Stuart Herna, and UM firing, to HHS OIG in
Washington, DC. Las Vegas shooting October 1, 2017.
***
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/04/16/trumps-sympathyassassination/?utm_term=.101c67c4499e

On April 18, 2019 I submitted this response (italics below) to the WP article above. It seems that
previously I had problems getting into their comment section and it had been quite a while since I had
tried again. When I went to their offices during my visit to DC in 2016 I was made to feel not welcome
and treated very coldly, reasons for this unknown. I had previously, within weeks of that time, written
the WP author (Yanan Wang), of an article dated April 7, 2016, about a woman scared to have surgery
because of her doctor. This woman hid a recorder in her hair during the surgery. She fortunately lived to
tell the story – and hear the disgraceful talk that went on while she was under anesthesia. I had been
threatened by my manager at UM (University of Miami) that something malicious occurred at my
surgery, because I had, “complained about a lot of people” (cancer data manipulations in violation of
State law and retaliation). I was in fact back up North to follow-up on that threat and saw several doctors
in that region. (I had my surgery up North; I would not have it in the Miami area.) A rather horrid set of
concerns… I felt people should know what can and does happen maliciously at surgery – and that
patients need more protection in a medical setting. (As of this writing I know that people are deliberately
killed in hospitals, see my website Home, Links, and Medical-Military Industrial pages.) This WP
author never responded to my emails so I thought I would stop by and speak with her while in DC
(again, to no avail). However, when I saw this recent article (above), which quotes the same Trump
quotes that I have on my website (about the US having “a lot of killers”), I felt it was important to
respond. I did email the author hours prior my comment, with no response. Sri Lanka explosions April
21, 2019.
“The most concerning comment was Trump's acknowledgment that we have "a lot of killers". I believe
this barbarity has been occurring here for a while. Trump was likely told about this early in his
presidency and made these comments at an O'Reilly interview in February of 2017. Everyone should be
extremely alarmed about this undermining of Our Constitution and due process, and demand an
immediate investigation and halt to any and all extrajudicial/medical related/military/Intel related
killings (for hire and not). We demand that these murders on US soil are stopped; lethal chemicals and
biologics secured (not sufficient currently); intensive and ongoing checks, balances, and monitoring of
those with these skill-sets; for hospitals, cameras in rooms as a patient option to use; ability to monitor

real-time chemical/biologic ingestion/injection; and due process implemented against all perpetrators. I
also have these horrid concerns as a threatened, fired whistleblower at a powerful university and
medical center that is a long-time CIA hub. A supervisor pointedly told me that she had a relative in the
FBI and I never received the first contact from them. The CIA and FBI should be OUT of our
universities and medical campuses but for job fairs and teaching as retirees, with full disclosure. We do
need to monitor for foreign agents at our educational institutions, however, this should be with a new
entity, and one solely dedicated to that mission. It should scare everyone that our Intel agencies have
been able to morph fairly insidiously for decades, despite Eisenhower's and Truman's warnings.
Demand review and reform of these agencies and, should they continue to exist, demand valid, reliable,
and verifiable oversight. Defend Whistleblowers, Press Freedom, and Our First Amendment.
Revise/update the Espionage Act. Join me in protest in Miami, help me legally, email at my site
ourconstitution.info... Protest wherever you are, demand reform now, or one day it will be too late.”
***
I had also recently (within the past few days) added two articles about Khashoggi on my website
Home and now Medical-Military Industrial (under Home) page. One article mentioned Khashoggi’s
fondness for his Jewish friend, the murdered American Journalist, Daniel Pearl. Pearl was beheaded in
2002 by a self-proclaimed Islamist group. Today, April 22, 2019, the last of Pearl’s terrorist killers
was arrested in Pakistan.

PLEASE CONTACT GOVERNOR DESANTIS, FIU, FWS OIG, DOH OIG, WHOMEVER ELSE,
AND DEMAND AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE CONCERNS HIGHLIGHTED ON MY WEB
PAGES!! THESE ISSUES SHOULD ALARM EVERYONE! SEE MY LINKS PAGE – I HAVE
ALSO CONTACTED SENATORS; GOVERNOR SCOTT; MULTIPLE STATE AGENCIES; PALM
BEACH COUNTY ADMINISTRATORS, POLICE, AND ATTORNEYS, ETC. OUR REPUBLIC IS
COMPROMISED AT THE HIGHEST AND MOST CONCERNING LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT.
IT IS UP TO US TO DEFEND OUR CONSTITUTION AND
REPUBLIC, OF, BY, AND FOR THE PEOPLE.
DEMAND VALID, RELIABLE, AND VERIFIABLE OVERSIGHT AND ACCOUNTABILITY!

JOIN MY PROTEST IN MIAMI OR PROTEST WHEREVER YOU ARE!
ONE DAY SOON IT WILL BE TOO LATE
MASSIVE COVER-UP!!

